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Abstract: The power to move aircraft control surfaces has advanced from being manually generated
(by the pilot and transmitted via rods and links) to electrically transmitted (via wires) to operate
control surface actuators. Various hydraulic, electromagnetic, and electromechanical architectures
have been developed to provide the necessary power and to maintain the expected redundancy.
Numerous aircraft actuator system designs have been proposed in the past decades, but a compre-
hensive review has yet to be undertaken. This review paper aims to fill this gap by providing a
critical review of the actuation system designs developed for a variety of aircraft. The review focuses
on aircraft actuator system designs, namely: electrohydraulic actuator systems, electromechanical
actuator systems, and the force-fighting effect in redundant actuation systems. The significance and
operational principle of each actuator system are critically analysed and discussed in the review.
The paper also evaluates the solution proposed to address force-fight equalization (or force-fight
cancelation) in force or torqued-summed architectures. Future trends in redundant actuation system
development with reduced force-fighting effect in aircraft actuator systems are also addressed.

Keywords: electromechanical actuators; force equalization; torque disparities; force fight

1. Introduction

Energy-efficient and lower greenhouse emission aircraft designs have gained signifi-
cant attention in recent years among aircraft designers, aircraft manufacturing companies,
and airline companies [1–3], which has boosted the requirement for electric aircraft in the
aircraft manufacturing sector. There are two categories of electric aircrafts, namely: More
Electric Aircraft (MEA) and All Electric Aircraft (AEA). These two categories differ from
conventional aircrafts as they include electrically driven alternatives to traditional aircraft
subsystems [4–6]. However, the AEA concept goes as far back as the Second World War,
when the US and the UK produced an all-electric military bomber aircraft that had the
advantage of simple/clean installation and elimination of oil leakage and oil contamination,
hence eradicating the possibility of fire hazards [7–9].

In conventional aircrafts, the power generated by the engine is distributed to many
other subsystems (apart from the power used for the thrust). Some of these subsystems are
(electrical) avionics systems, (mechanical or hydraulic) pumps, (hydraulic) actuation sys-
tems, and (pneumatic) environmental control systems (ECS) [10,11]. In the MEA approach,
the mechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic subsystems are replaced with their electrical
equivalents; however, in the AEA approach, in addition to the conversion of all sub-systems
into electrical systems, the propulsion power is also obtained through electrochemical en-
ergy units such as batteries [10,11]. The actuation system is one of the major components
in aircraft systems. Replacement of traditional (hydraulic) actuation systems with electric
actuation systems provides great benefits, including an overall reduction in mass, power,
noise, and maintenance requirements in aircraft systems [1].
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The electric actuation system for an aircraft was a concept that was put forward in the
1970s [12]. To appreciate the advances made thus far, it is worth noting that early aircraft
controls were manually operated. Forces generated by the pilots were transmitted to move
the control surfaces via a blend of cables, pulleys, joints, and rods.

However, as airframes (and control surfaces) developed and the number of control
surfaces increased, so did the forces required to move these control surfaces. To deliver the
required extra power, mechanically controlled hydraulic actuators (shown in Figure 1a)
were introduced, which introduced nonlinearities such as stiction, friction, and hysteresis.
To improve handling quality, and with the assistance of computers, the mechanical rods and
joints were replaced by wires to control valves on the hydraulic actuators, thus introducing
the “Pseudo Fly-by-Wire” concept before introducing the Fly-by-Wire (FBW) concept,
where in the “Pseudo Fly-by-Wire” mechanical control systems acted as a backup to the
primary FBW systems. In both “Pseudo Fly-by-Wire” and “Fly-by-Wire” systems, the
pilot inputs are electrically sensed to activate hydraulic actuators to move the various
control surfaces.
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Figure 1. Flight control systems of a typical high-performance tactical fighter aircraft [13].

Figure 1a demonstrates the complexity of a purely mechanical control system com-
pared with that of the electrical FBW system (simplified diagram) and Figure 1b illustrates
a simple non-redundant FBW actuation system [13,14]. Examples of some of the early
aircraft FBW systems include the F-86, F-4C, F-104, F-105, and 727 rudder aircraft (and
others), which may be found in references [15–19].

Figure 2 shows the concepts of FBW and redundancy in the F-86F flight control system,
where there are two independent boost hydraulic systems: a normal and an alternate
system. Here, pilot input is transferred to the actuation hydraulic drives to control several
control surfaces such as ailerons, horizontal tails, and elevators.

Along with the development of high-density servo motors, power electronics, and
digital control technologies, novel categories of actuation systems, such as electrohydraulic
actuation systems and electromechanical actuation (EMA) systems, were introduced. Fur-
thermore, the electric actuation approach gained wide recognition due to significant weight
reduction and cost savings, better overall energy efficiency, and improved reliability and
maintainability [14].

A study conducted at Cranfield University compared the percentage changes in
key parameters (such as mass, power off-take, and other factors) in the EHA and EMA
systems (relative to a zero baseline) of an actuation system in an EF2000 combat-type
aircraft [5]. While the advantages and benefits of AEA (over conventional aircrafts based
on hydraulic actuation systems) were acknowledged in the study, the various challenges
in the progression to full electrification were also recognised [5]. Therefore, prior to fully
replacing secondary hydraulic and pneumatic systems with AEA systems (in the early
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1980s), a hybrid solution was deployed. This was referred to as the more electric aircraft
(MEA) approach [4,5,20,21].

With the above in mind, there have been rapid developments in actuation system
designs for the AEA and MEA concepts over the past few decades; however, a comprehen-
sive review has not been undertaken to date. This review aims to provide an up-to-date
summary of these developments, with critical discussions on the system design, force fight
effect on current redundant actuation systems, as well as future research trends in the force
fight elimination in actuation systems. Section 1 provides a general overview of the electric
actuator system design and a background on its historical development. Sections 2 and 3
present a detailed discussion of two main categories of actuation systems developed for
electric aircrafts, namely electrohydraulic actuator systems and electromechanical actuator
systems. Section 4 addresses the force fight present in these redundant actuation systems.
Section 5 critically analyses the systems developed to address the force fight effect in
redundant actuation systems and presents the future trends in force fight elimination in
redundant actuation systems. Finally, in Section 6, the paper concludes with perspectives
on current developments that are shaping the future of electric aircraft redundant actuation
systems.
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2. Electrohydraulic Actuation Systems

This section of the paper presents electrohydraulic actuator system designs that have
been introduced over the years. Some of the leading early EHA systems implemented in
aircrafts that have set the architecture and design standards for modern aircraft electro-
hydraulic actuator systems are discussed in this section. Figure 2 illustrates the booster
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hydraulic system used in the F86-F Saber [22]. The aircraft contains two systems: normal
and alternate. The normal booster hydraulic system has a separate reservoir that is in-
dependent of the alternate system, as shown in Figure 2. The transition from a normal
hydraulic system to an alternate booster hydraulic system occurs automatically as soon as
the pressure in the normal hydraulic system drops below 650 PSI. This will be indicated
by a warning light (ALTERNATE ON) on the instrument panel. The alternate booster
hydraulic system overrides all functions in case the normal booster hydraulic system fails.

The B-2 advanced technology bomber is one example of an aircraft with EHA [23]. This
aircraft has a self-contained quadruplex system that includes hydraulic actuators with direct
drive servo valves, electronic actuator loop closures, and redundancy management [24].

Electrohydraulic actuator systems are widely used in aerospace and large commercial
aircraft. The EHA approach was initially implemented in the A380 civil aircraft to move
its aileron [25]. Since then, several aircrafts Airbus 340, Airbus A400M, Airbus A350, and
Embraer KC390 have successfully implemented the EHA system [26]. The EHA system is a
pump-controlled system that consists of a motor, hydraulic pump, hydraulic valve, and
hydraulic cylinder [27]. These components are all integrated into a single unit. The EHA
approach has the advantages of both hydraulic and electronic systems, thus providing
weight-reduction benefits, increased efficiency, and reliability [6,28].

Over the past few years, several EHA designs have been developed for electrical
aircraft, for example, J. Breit reported on findings from the Experimental Aircraft Project
(EAP) program, which examined and compared the functionality of electrohydraulic servo
valves (EHSVs) with direct-drive valves (DDVs) actuators for primary flight control [6].
Figure 3 shows the British Aerospace (BAe) EAP actuator flow diagram, with the control
valves driven either by EHSV or DDV. Here, four computers control the actuator, where
each of the computers compares the position errors to drive an EHSV. Four linear variable
differential/distance transformers (LVDTs) measured the actuator position.
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In the EHSV assembly, two hydraulic systems (HSs), each of which is associated with
two EHSVs, drive the actuator. However, in the DDV assembly, the computer signals from
the computer are flux summed to a linear motor that directly drives the tandem main
control valve. Therefore, EHA systems with EHSV can sustain operation after one electric
failure and one hydraulic failure or after two electric failures. However, EHA systems that
are driven by DDVs have the advantage that the loss of a hydraulic power supply does
not affect the number of electrical lanes. In other words, EHSVs demand that the actuator
is always driven by the two hydraulic systems, whereas the number of electrical lanes in
systems that utilise DDVs is not affected by the loss of a hydraulic power source. However,
unlike EHSVs, DDVs have limited operating stroke, thus they have wider flow control
ports, and hence careful design considerations are needed to control leakage, flow, and
pressure gains, as this impacts the actuator performance.

W. S. Schaefe et al. described the actuation system of the B-2 advanced technology
bomber, which is an example of the EHA system [23,24]. The system architecture (shown in
Figure 4) comprises four on-board computers that compute and generate input commands
for the actuation system, as well as perform monitoring, control, and communication tasks.
The B-2 bomber aircraft has 11 primary control surfaces driven by actuators that are part of
the flight control actuation system (FCAS). The FCAS is made up of actuators themselves
and four quadrupled “actuator remote terminals (ARTs)”. These are distributed on each
side of the aircraft airframe, thus there are eight ARTs per FCAS. Each ART contains closed-
loop electronics for the DDV-driven actuator and numerous quadrupled transducers. Other
safety features that were reported include 1© the aircraft has two hydraulic systems that
alternate to power sister actuators; 2© the aircraft has the capability to operate the actuators
in either primary, alternate, or bypass mode; and 3© the aircraft has isolation valves to
prevent failure progression due to structural failures or module leaks.
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The actuation system in the B-2 bomber aircraft is driven by commands from the
four on-board computers that also perform fault detection and fault isolation (FDFI) tasks.
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The computers also provide control and communicate with the other remaining systems.
Figure 4 is a block diagram of the B2-bomber’s FCAS architecture. The FCAS includes
actuators that are driven by two redundant sets of quadrupled ARTs, with each set operating
on one side of the aircraft. There are 11 primary flight control surfaces on this aircraft,
each of which is driven by a single-piston actuator that is powered by a DDV and several
quadrupled transducers. Each actuator is powered by two hydraulic power sources via a
(primary, alternate, or bypass) mode select valve.

Raval discussed the Fairey direct drive valve (FDDV) approach used in aircraft sys-
tems [30]. The FDDV approach is shown in Figure 5. Its relatively large stroke spool is
directly driven by two limited-angle brushless DC motors (BDCMs). Each motor stator has
two (magnetically and physically) distinct coils, thus resulting in four control lanes. The
motors have cylindrical-shaped rotors that are made up of square yokes bonded to four
rare earth magnets [30]. Failure propagation from one lane to another is prevented through
housing separation, and feedback is provided by the four-channel LVDT module that is
mounted on the valve housing.
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W. E. Boehringer et al. presented a range of hydraulic actuation architectures that
ranged from basic to prominent invention assembly [31]. Figure 6 shows the schematic of
the actuator attached between a control surface and the airframe. The actuator has a dual
simplex assemblage, with a tandem valve, compensators, and a force contention unit. The
configuration tolerates dormant failures and any combination of dual mechanical and/or
hydraulic failures without disconnecting the control surface. The actuator arrangement
satisfies the safety standards for balanced weight removal with only two actuators.
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The design proposes an arrangement that does not require weight-balancing and has
negligible force fighting (FF) between the delivered output forces. This was achieved by
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eliminating balance weights from the control surfaces and installing three parallel actuators.
These actuators would usually experience FF along the control surface, which could lead to
structural damage and failure. To further reduce force contention, the authors proposed
the addition of computer-monitored pressure sensors to closely align the actuator positions.
The authors also pointed out two other alternatives: an expensive rudder control, which
utilises three parallel actuation configurations that are controlled by three hydraulic valves,
and a computer-monitored method of dual-simplex actuators (on each surface), which is
cheaper and more suitable for aircraft with FBW capability.

Similarly, C. C. Chenoweth et al. described various methods for designing redundant
hydraulic actuator architectures [32,33]. Figure 7 shows systems with mechanisms that
deal with mismatched inputs. These include force voting systems, where the output
is the average of the input commands; velocity summing schemes, where individual
channels cancel input demand differences through differential gearbox assembly; and
position summing structures with actuators giving the average of the input commands. In
these mechanisms, a single electronic signal drives the active actuator, and (normally) any
mismatch poses no concern during operation; however, mismatch becomes a concern (and
should be minimized) when active actuators are switched to standby.
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The authors also described load sharing, which refers to the ability of multiple actua-
tors to collectively work together to position a common output. Ideally, FF is eliminated
if the redundant actuators share the load equally. However, this is not strictly true, as
actuators can attain unique positions in response to identical set command values. This
unexpected rise in tracking errors is due to one of two factors: the first is mechanical and
is due to the actual physical installation, and the second is operational and occurs due
to tolerance accumulation between lanes. Since the actuator outputs are locked together
(i.e., on one common shaft), FF is unavoidable. To reduce this FF and to ensure satisfac-
tory load sharing between lanes, the authors proposed four approaches: (1) minimising
tolerance differences in the feedback loop; (2) compliance between channels; (3) low force
gain actuators, which can be achieved through the implementation of low-pressure gain
servo-valves or the use of pressure and load feedback paths; or (4) equalization to average
load, which is achieved by comparing individual actuator loads to the average load.
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The research paper by D. Y. Wang et al. stated that in most cases, primary flight con-
trol systems on commercial airliners are configured in parallel force or position-summing
configurations [34]. When operating in active/active mode, parallel-force-summing con-
figurations result in serious force fighting between actuators, which must be addressed.
However, the parallel-position-summing configuration does not result in force fighting and
is suitable for all types of actuators [33]. Furthermore, the authors of [34] proposed position
synchronization for hybrid electromechanical actuation systems.

3. Electromechanical Actuation Systems

The development of flight control systems was limited to hydraulic actuation systems
due to their reliability and lack of alternatives. However, the development of BDCMs and
advances in electronics led to the development of electromechanical actuators, replacing
their hydraulic predecessors—the last main nonelectric components in modern aircraft.
The development of this technology paved the way for the birth of the all-electric aircraft
concept, which is aimed at the consolidation of power sources into one electric power
source [35]. The EMA system eliminates the use of hydraulic flow in the actuation that
is utilized in EHA systems. The main components of the EMA system are a control unit,
an electric motor, and a mechanical transmission method (either a ball screw or gear
mechanism). EMA systems can operate without hydraulic pipelines, valves, and hydraulic
tanks [36]. Thus, EMA systems provide a range of benefits, including high compactness,
reduced weight, high reliability, and reduced noise [13,14,37]. As such, a number of EMA
designs have been introduced over the past years. Several programs have also been initiated
to analyse the problems, challenges, and the advantages of EMA on next generation electric
aircraft [38–44]. The following section illustrates the EMA systems and concepts introduced
over the years for electric aircraft systems.

Holmdahl discussed important aspects of the aircraft actuation system: the reliability
and redundancy of EMA systems [39]. The study revealed that a primary reliability concern
was the likelihood of developing gearbox jams or other failures in the EMA system. Similar
concerns emerged from the “Grumman program” therefore it was recommended that
the EMA systems should match the reliability of the dual-tandem EHA system that it is
replacing. This requirement translates to developing all-electric actuators with a probability
failure rate of less than 10−10 per flight hour [40]. The author also recommended the
need for further knowledge when designing weight-competitive, redundant, and reliable
gearbox technology. Holmdahl further presented a set of solutions to overcome the issues
present in EMA. These solutions were torque-summed assembly with minimum critical
gears, redundancy provision with isolation capability by dividing surfaces into two or
more sections, independently actuating each section using smaller EMA systems, and
blending various summing architectures with appropriate use of clutches or brakes [39].
Consequently, new EMA system designs should match the performance of their existing
hydraulic equivalents, with fail-operational and fail-safe operation specifications. Thus,
the probable acceptable system configuration would be a quad-motor assembly that meets
the full performance specification following a motor failure and a degraded “get home
capability” following a second motor failure.

One of the main contributors that has addressed hydraulic and electromechanical
actuators is Georgia and Sundstrand Corporation. The cooperation, together with USAF
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, developed a dual torque-summed EMA system that drives a
single ball-screw electromechanical actuator to control the left-hand aileron control surface
on the C-141 aircraft. The developed system is shown in Figure 8. This program was
initiated in 1982. In this program, a series of system developments and flight test programs
were conducted on C-141 and C-130 aircrafts. These developments and tests were discussed
and reported in several articles [38–40,45,46]. Alden summarized the laboratory and flight
test details and provided the failure characteristics of each actuation system implemented
on aircraft under the program [45]. Smith also presented the importance of considering the
duty cycle of an electric actuation system implemented on aircraft under the program [46].
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The “NASA Experimental Aircrafts” is another example of a program that described
the development of all-electrically actuated aircraft, namely X-33, X-37, X-38, and X-43A.
The first of these programs was the “Advanced Technology Demonstrator Test Vehicle”
program, which described the X-33 aircraft that uses the EMA system. The EMA system
of the X-33 aircraft was developed by “Lockheed Martin”. It was classified as a high-risk
vehicle because of the new actuation method used. To reduce the failure risks involved,
reconfigurable control laws were developed so that if one of its eight control surfaces were
to fail, the vehicle would be controlled by the remaining seven healthy control surfaces [47].

The second program was the “Integrated Vehicle Health Management Technology
Experiment” for the unpiloted X-37 vehicle [48]. The unpiloted X-37 program also analysed
the operation of the EMA system implemented in the unpiloted X-37. The program
performed real-time FDFI experiments on the electric power source and electromechanical
actuation system as the vehicle orbited the earth for 21 days before landing [48]. The “Proto-
Flight Vehicle 201 (V-201)” is another program that examined the implementation of EMA
systems in fight vehicles [49]. The program examined the development of the complex
seven single-fault-tolerant-actuated subsystems to assess the repeated fins deployment and
storage to allow for orbiter doors closure [49]. Therefore, the main aim of the project was
to perform development tasks on the “International Space Station Crew Return rates in
electric Vehicle”, one of which was the X-38 aircraft.

Hagen et al. examined X-38’s EMA system that drove the lower rear flaps of the
crew rescue V-201 [50]. Two surface flaps and the associated actuation subsystem units’
functionality were examined. Each surface has four controllers to control the three housed
motors in the subsystem unit. The controllers run online simultaneously, communicating
with each of the three motors that power each of the EMA systems that drive the flap. In the
design, the controllers include motor synchronization codes to prevent force fight between
them. Furthermore, Lin et al. identified the tests required to adequately characterize and
model the on-board EMA systems [51]. The Hyper-X program is another project that
examined EMA utilization in X-43A [52]. The X-43A has five EMA systems, four of which
are identical onboard actuators that are used to move the two wings and the two rudders,
and one actuator that is used to move the cowl door. All actuators use three-phase BDCMs
that are capable of driving 3390 Nm loads. The hood actuators differed from the other four
by having longer wire bundles, oblique tailstocks, and modified housing.

In 2000, the US Air Force, the US Navy, and NASA jointly sponsored the “Electrically
Powered Actuation Design (EPAD)” program to develop and flight test three aileron actua-
tors on the NASA F/A-l8B Systems Research Aircraft (SRA) [53]. Of the three actuators,
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one was developed and tested under real flight conditions. The actuator was subjected to a
wide range of real aircraft operations, including flight changes, trim variations, and actual
flight dynamics. The performance of the actuator was compared with that of its hydraulic
equivalent on the other aileron. The results showed that EMA performance and operation
were virtually identical to those of the standard hydraulic actuator [53].

The actuator design described in [54] is another example of an EMA system. It was
jointly developed by Smiths Aerospace (Wolverhampton) and the University of Nottingham.
Figure 9a,b show the matrix converter design and rudder actuation of the EMA system,
respectively. The main aim of the research was to validate the suitability of using matrix-
driven motors in an EMA design to drive the rudder of a civil aeroplane with a maximum
load of 159 kN [54,55].
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“X-45A Joint Unmanned Combat Air System (JUCAS)” is another program set up
to develop an EMA system; it was discussed by Davidson in [56]. The study gave an
overview of the eighteen linear electromechanical actuators that were designed to move
the six-trailing edge elevons, the two-yaw thrust vectoring nozzle, the nose wheel steering,
and the landing gear. The study also reported test results for the autonomous steering
guidance algorithm during taxiing, take-off, and landing [56].

The “Large Electromechanical Actuation System (LEMAS)” Program also examined
the development of EMA systems for electric aircrafts. This program was jointly funded
by Lucas Aerospace and the UK Department of Trade and Industry [57,58]. The program
investigated the use of a linear ball-screw arm assembly to move the spoiler. The design
initially incorporated a permanent magnet BDCM to drive the arm assembly before utilizing
4-phase switched reluctance motors.

The Newcastle University School of Electrical, Electronic, and Computer Engineering
group has also made several contributions, presenting several electromechanical actuators
for different loading designs, with motors driven by matrix converters. For example,
Bennett et al. described the use of an actuation system with a maximum load of 34 kN
to drive one of the four flaps on a 180-Ton (mid-sized) commercial aircraft [51]. In 2010,
Bennett et al. further described dual-redundant systems for a “Flap Distributed Electrically
Actuated Wing (FDEAW)” system and an “Electric Landing Gear Extend and Retract
(ELGER)” system [59]. The FDEAW systems are illustrated in Figure 10a,b. The FDEAW
system was designed to output 72 Nm through a 37:1 gearbox assembly. Similarly, the
ELGER system was designed to deliver torques in the order 7 kNm at speeds of 18.5

◦
/sec.

The ELGER system is shown in Figure 10c [60,61].
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The Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC) also introduced a set of interesting EMA
system designs. The VSSC is a major space research centre of the Indian Space Research
Organisation located in Thiruvananthapuram (The state of Kerala). The centre is focused
on the development of rockets, launch vehicles, and space vehicles for India’s satellite
programme. Some of the VSSC’s developments include the lower stage thrust vector
control actuation system on the GSLV, PSLV, and LVM3 satellite launch vehicles of the
Indian satellite carrier rockets. In a series of publications, Prasad et al. and Ganesh et al.,
researchers from the VSSC, introduced two linear electromechanical actuator assembly
designs that are utilised in thrust vector control applications [62,63]. The design developed
by Prasad et al. has the capability of generating a maximum force of 40 kN, whereas
the design introduced by Ganesh et al. can generate a maximum force of 96.7 kN [62,63].
Figure 11a illustrates the EMA developed by Prasad et al. and Figure 11b shows the
architecture of the developed EMA system.
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The development of power drives for planetary roller-screw gear electromechanical
actuators was described by Biryukov et al. and Nosov [65,66]. The two studies presented
by these authors highlighted that this approach improves the reliability and accuracy of
the equipment used for installing and integrating the large mass and size mechanisms
associated with a rocket carrier. The literature further reported on electromechanical
actuator research and development programs performed by Technodinamika Holding in
Russia. These research and development activities were conducted to replace hydraulic
systems such as the landing gear’s hydraulic extension, the retraction drive system in the
“Tupolev Tu-204 aircraft”, and the thrust-reverser on the “Aviadvigatel PD-14 engine”.
Figure 12 shows the Aviadvigatel PD-14 engine architecture.
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The reliability of electric drive systems is another vital aspect of electric aircraft, given
that the failure of electric drive systems can endanger the safety of the aircraft. Thus, fault-
tolerant electric drives are important in electric aircraft design. A number of designs have
been introduced to improve the reliability of the electric drive system in electric aircraft.
A four-leg three-phase inverter developed by [67] is an example of a system developed
to increase the reliability of electric drive systems. In this, design a four-leg three-phase
inverter is utilized in the drive system where the system handles the failure of all the power
switches connected to the positive or negative rail of the dc-link. Additionally, the proposed
design has the capacity to supply unipolar current waveforms under post-failure conditions,
which supplies the required rotating field to generate the electromagnetic torque. A fault-
tolerant control (FTC) system developed by Suti et al. [68] to identify electrical faults in a
three-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor is another design developed to enhance
the reliability of electric drive systems. The system utilizes current signature techniques
for fault diagnosis and isolation by analysing the current phasor trajectory in the Clarke
plane. The proposed system is also capable of detecting the fault in six electrical cycles.
The system uses the rotor current frame transformation control approach to improve the
post-failure performance.

The open-phase fault-tolerant permanent magnet synchronous machine [69] is another
example of a system developed to increase reliability. The proposed approach uses current
prediction methods for open-phase fault identification and the proposed system is capable
of detecting the fault within fifty microseconds. Post-fault operation in this design is
achieved using the four-switch operation of a standard inverter.
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Mechanical drive failure in EMA is a major challenge in the development of EMA
systems for aerospace applications. Many studies have been conducted to develop sys-
tems and methods for identifying and preventing the failure of mechanical drive systems
in EMA [70]. Condition monitoring system for EMA with fault-tolerant architecture de-
veloped by the authors in [71] is one of the research efforts made to address the issues
of mechanical drive failure in EMA. In the proposed EMA architecture, two permanent
magnet synchronous motors are coupled with differential ball screws in a speed-summing
method. Two electronic control units (ECUs) are utilized in the system with condition
monitoring algorithms and control functions that are based on three nested loops on the
speed and currents of the motors and the position of the output shaft. The system is capable
of operating after an electrical drive fault (motor or inverter) or mechanical jamming. A dif-
ferential ball-screws-couplings-based approach is used for mechanical energy transmission
in the developed EMA. The system engages the two motors via rotor-integrated ball-nuts
as shown in Figure 13. The screw shaft contains three threaded sections. The screw shaft
is connected to the output shaft via an internal threaded section. Figure 13 illustrates the
system architecture of the developed fault-tolerant EMA.
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The Reliable Electromechanical actuator for PRImary SurfacE with health monitoring
(REPRISE) project has introduced a health monitoring system to identify the degradation
of mechanical components, particularly ball screw transmission and nut assembly in
EMA [72]. Statistical process control methods are used for the development of health
monitoring systems. The proposed system only uses EMA motor phase currents for the
condition monitoring ball screw transmission and nut assembly of the EMA.

The model-based prognostic algorithm developed for mechanical transmission freeplay
detection of EMA [73] is another system designed to predict failure in mechanical drives
in EMA. The proposed model employs limit cycle characteristics such as amplitude and
frequency to estimate freeplay. The proposed algorithm model has shown higher accu-
racy under greater freeplay conditions. However, the accuracy in small and intermediate
mechanical transmission freeplay has reduced.

The Jam-tolerant electromechanical system developed by Yu et al. is another design
developed to address the mechanical failure issue in EMA [74]. The system contains two
power modes: normal-operating and jam-tolerant. The actuator is designed with a dual
ball-screw assembly integrated with a ball spline hub. The system architecture of the
developed EMA is shown in Figure 14a. The system contains two motors, two breaks, two
gear reducers, two ball-screw assemblies with outer and inner sections, and a ball spline
hub, as shown in Figure 14b. The brakes are used to lock the output axle of the respective
motors, depending on the operating mode (normal mode or failure mode) of the EMA.
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4. Force Fight in Redundant Actuation Systems

In an aircraft, the actuation system is a key component that manipulates the altitude
and flight path of an aircraft [75]. All modern aircraft actuator systems need to main-
tain high safety and reliability [76,77]. Thus, these factors have become fundamental
requirements in modern aircraft designs, particularly architecture consolidation of multiple
channels within an actuation system. The parallel redundant actuation method has been
applied widely, with two modes of operation: active/active and active/passive [78–80].

In the active/active mode, actuators function while also providing actuation for the
system. However, in the active/passive mode, only a single actuator operates. While
operating in the active/active mode, control surfaces that are driven by multiple actuation
systems are likely to experience a force-fighting effect. This has dangerous effects on
the aircraft system as it can generate tracking accuracy errors and damage the control
surface [81]. Therefore, force fighting has become a trending research area in aircraft
actuator system design.

Although many research groups have described torque-summed architectures, very
few have addressed the possibility of FF between the redundant lanes. For example, the
authors in [82–84] investigated suitable control strategies for redundant actuation systems
using different actuator technologies to achieve static force equalization (FE). Figure 15a
shows a typical hybrid actuation system. The performance of a virtual redundant actuation
test bench was verified by experimental results. The testbed evaluated the cause of static
force fighting in three different “Force Equalization” control strategies. These strategies are:

(1) Position control of a combination of servo-hydraulic and electromechanical actuators,
where FF signals were used to compensate position feedback signals by tuning the
position sensors offsets (Figure 15b);

(2) Force control of a combination of servo-hydraulic actuator (SHA) and electromechan-
ical actuator (EMA), where motor current control achieved faster control response
(Figure 15c);

(3) No-load control of a combination of servo-hydraulic and electromechanical actuators,
where FF is cancelled as the EMA did not have a direct influence on the load position
(Figure 15d).
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L. Wang further proposed FE control strategies for a hybrid EHA and EMA system
that drives a single aileron control surface, pre-validated it on a virtual test bench, and
then experimentally compared the two strategies (integrating a force fighting signal to
compensate for the position control and operating in master/slave modes) [83]. One
drawback of this study is the fact that it did not consider power source consolidation
and utilised both hydraulic and electric power sources, as shown in Figure 16. The study
considered a parallel summing arrangement of the EHA and the EMA, confirmed the
significant effects of the strategies on static FE, and proposed that future studies should
focus on dynamic FE.
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J. R. Hoffman assessed the suitability of a passive electromechanical test rig in re-
producing the dynamics that EMA systems might experience in various aerospace appli-
cations [85]. Although the rig omitted some of the effects an actuator might experience
in flight, it included most of the impactful characteristics that are important in the early
phases of testing. Furthermore, Wobble replicated a spring-mass-damper test rig to capture
first-order flight system responses and reported that a linear model is capable of repro-
ducing very accurate characteristics [86]. The author reported that the approach could be
expanded to address FF in a number of EMA systems in future aerospace vehicles.

Similarly, Reham et al. have taken the redundancy concept a step further and argued
that higher reliability can only be met by the inclusion of a dissimilar redundant system to
avoid common failure modes [87]. This is to avoid common failure modes andThey gave the
example of the actuation system on the A380, which comprises of two actuation networks:
electric and hydraulic. However, control surfaces that are driven by manipulators (rigidly
connected to the control surface) with different driving principals result in FF between the
two actuators. To solve this FF issue, the authors proposed implementing model reference
adaptive control to synchronise the motion of the conventional hydraulic actuation system
and the EHA system. With this system (illustrated in Figure 17), Reham et al. have reported
performance improvements with some oscillatory behaviour due to high gain adaptation.
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As designs of actuators with redundancy are becoming a normal trend, more re-
searchers have started focussing on addressing the possibility of FF between mismatched
lanes. One of the most recent approaches was reported in [88], where a comprehensive
study was conducted to investigate FF in the four-lane torque-summed electromechanical
architecture shown in Figure 18. The design offers redundancy in lane failures and hence
meets the expected fail-operational/fail-safe specification. To ensure total motor isolation,
clutches were included in the design to physically disconnect faulty lanes [40].
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Figure 18. The four-lane torque-summed architecture [83].

The study considered commercial motors and feedback transducers with high toler-
ances. The analysis considered extreme cases where motors delivered extreme torques and
feedback transducers experienced high tolerances [88]. Two types of architectures were
presented and compared: one considered FE while the other did not consider FE. Figure 18
shows the four-lane consolidation and Figure 19 shows the control system block diagram of
the FE architecture. Architectures with FE were more effective at reducing the force fight.
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5. Trends in Redundant Actuation Systems Design

A limited number of studies have reported and recognised the limiting effects of force
fighting in redundant systems. For example, Boehringer et al. addressed force fight in a
hydraulic system [31]. Refs. [31–34] have also recognised the presence of force fights in
hydraulic systems. Furthermore, Lin et al. utilised motor synchronization to prevent force
fight between the motors on the actuator that drove the flap on X-38 [51]. Similarly, Buccie
et al. recognised the effect of possible force fight in redundant actuation systems operating
in active/active mode [81]. Different control strategies were also investigated [81–84] to
achieve static force equalization in redundant actuation systems with different technologies.
Other studies have implemented different control techniques. For example, [87] introduced
model reference adaptive control to synchronise the motion of the HA and EHA systems,
and [88] used a lanes equalization controller with the averaged feedback transducer signal.
This lanes equalization was most effective at reducing lane disparities due to variations in
motor parameters as well as drift in feedback transducers.

Based on the reviewed literature, several studies have described different systems with
different levels of redundancies and assumed different control techniques to either control
the actuator or eliminate any variations between the redundant lanes. Therefore, future
studies will require continued exploration of the possibilities of applying different control
techniques and feedback strategies to torque-summed or other alternative architectures to
eliminate the force-fight effect.

6. Conclusions

Aircraft controls have developed from totally manually operated to sophisticated
self-repairing smart systems. This review reports on the outputs of leading international
research and development programs, ranging from the prior FBW era to current all-electric
smart developments.

The literature reveals that only a limited number of studies have reported and recog-
nised the limiting effects of force fight in redundant systems that are operating in ac-
tive/active mode. Various approaches have been used to overcome such limitations. These
include motor synchronization to prevent force fight between the motors and control
strategies to achieve static force equalization, such as model reference adaptive control
and controller with averaged feedback signals to reduce lane disparities due to inherent
disparities and drift in feedback transducers. Therefore, future studies will require contin-
ued exploration of the possibilities of applying different control techniques and feedback
strategies in various architectures to eliminate the force-fight effect.
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Abbreviations

ART Actuator Remote Terminal
AEA All Electric Aircraft
BAe British Aerospace
BDCM Brushless DC Motor
C f Input Filter Capacitance
DDV Direct-Drive Valve
EAP Experimental Aircraft Project
EHAS Electrohydraulic Actuation System
EHSV Electrohydraulic Servo Valve
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ELGER system Electric Landing Gear Extend and Retract System
EMA Electromechanical Actuator
EPAD Program Electrically Powered Actuation Design Program
FBW Fly-by-Wire
L f Input Filter Inductance
JUCAS Program Joint Unmanned Combat Air System
KD Velocity Feedback
LEMAS Program Large Electromechanical Actuation System Program
LVDT Linear Variable Differential/distance Transformer
MEA More Electric Aircraft
N Gearbox ratio
SHA Servo-Hydraulic Actuator
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